
  

English 1010  (3 credits) Spring 2010 

  Online 
  

 

 

 Instructor:     Olga Pilkington   

Office:      224 McDonald Center      

Office Phone:     652-7809   

 

Office Hours:     Mon. Wed. Fri. by appointment on DSC campus or e-mail me for other arrangements 

         

E-mail:                         Use e-mail button inside blackboard.  

 

  

Course Prerequisite:   Proper placement scores or a passing grade in English 0990 or 0991   

Corequisites:  If you have not already taken – and passed – Library 1010, you need to sign up for it  

   and take it along with this English course.   

Writing Center: Browning Building. tel. 652-7743. Chelsi Sutton—Writing Center Director 

Browning Library: Next to Browning Building – check campus web page for hours and services.  

 

 

What will you need for this course?   

- The St. Martin’s Guide to Writing (8
th
 edition) by Rise B. Axelrod and Charles R. Cooper 

- Computer with Internet Access 

- Word Processor 

- Power point viewer 

- Speakers or headphones to listen to voice presentations 

What will this course be like? 

This online course will teach how to approach and successfully complete various writing assignments. The goal of the course 

is to demonstrate to you that writing is not hard and that it is a skill you will need no matter your future profession.  

The course is structured on a week-be-week basis. I suggest you log-in into the course at least three times a week. Each week 

starts on Monday and ends Sunday midnight. If an assignment is due during one of the weeks, make sure you submit it 

BEFORE Sunday midnight of that week. If your assignment arrives the following Monday morning, it is late. Of course, you 

can submit your assignments at any time during the week when they are due.  

In this class you will read your textbook, read online handouts, watch power point presentation, listen to short voice lectures, 

complete online quizzes (no grades, just practice), take one multiple choice online exam (midterm), participate in online 

discussions, submit various writing assignments, and ultimately improve your writing skills.  

  

 

Writing Assignments 

 

1. Self-recommendation essay. This will be a 500 word essay describing your strengths and abilities in a certain field. 

You may have to write such an essay when applying for a new job or a scholarship, requesting a grant for a research 

project, or applying for graduate school. (50 points) 

2. Resume. You will learn about types of resumes, look at samples, and write your own one-page resume. (25 points) 

3. Acceptance letter. This is a letter you write to your employer to inform him/her that you accept the job offer. Again, 

you will read several samples, learn about format and content requirements, and write your own one-page letter (25 

points) 

4. One-source essay. This essay will be one of your in-class writings. For an online course this means you will have to 

write it inside Blackboard and have a supervisor present while you write. If have access to DSC testing center, I suggest 

you complete this assignment there. If you do not have access to the DSC testing center, make special arrangements with 

me IN ADVANCE by e-mailing me inside Blackboard. 

Here is the description of the assignment: You will have to read an article (posted on Blackboard) and write your opinion of 

the issue discussed. I will expect to see direct quotations, paraphrases, and summaries in your essays. You may agree or 

disagree with the article’s presentation of the issue. I will not judge your essays based on your point of view. I am hoping to 
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see well written and well argued essays that refer to the article. There is no word limit here. You have to use your best 

judgment and make sure your essay is complete, uses details, provides your opinion, and uses the article to support your 

point of view.  (100 points) 

5. Proposal (100 points) 

6.  Annotated bibliography is a research essay write-up that should include your research topic, a thesis statement, a 

description of materials and sources you plan to use for the paper.  

(50 points). 

  

Each of your paragraph annotations (or entries) should do the following:   

 

1. State the source's main thesis/point/goal/conclusion. 

2. State details that are new and/or interesting to you. 

3. Clearly articulate the source's relationship to your own paper.   

In what specific ways might you utilize the source?   

Under what sections or headings?   How might the source impact your readers?   

       4.  Consider including key quotes (optional)   

 

If your source is a Web page or Interview:  

5. Explain why you believe the source is valid.  If an interview, include your interview questions.      

 

If your source is a self-conducted survey:   

6.  Explain why your research methods were good and objective.  Include the survey.    

 

 

 

7. Research paper is a five-page research essay (200 points). You will have to use outside sources to support and develop 

your thesis. This is an essay where you will have a chance to apply the knowledge you have learned throughout the 

semester. I expect your papers to be properly punctuated, well structured, and clearly written. Remember to cite all the 

sources that you use; NO PLAGIARISM!!!  

 We will spend time in class discussing this assignment in more detail. Before you turn in the research paper, 

you will submit the first two pages of it and the works cited page. I will not grade these assignments, but I will give 

you feedback on how to improve them.   

 

Midterm Exam 

Your midterm exam will be in a form of a multiple-choice test with an additional 150 word essay (for the description of the 

essay see Writing Assignments section). There will be twenty-five multiple-choice questions each worth two points (50 

points total). The essay will be worth 50 points as well. The multiple-choice questions will cover punctuation and essay 

mechanics such as described in your weekly schedule. We will do several similar tests before you take the actual midterm 

exam.  The exam will be worth 200 points.  

 

Final Exam  

We will decide together (as a class) the shape and form of your final exam. 

 

Departmental Pre- and Post-tests 

These are tests that measure your knowledge of the course material. You will take one in the beginning of the semester and 

one at the end. The first test will not affect your grade in any way; the post-test, however, will give you a chance to earn 12 

point of extra credit if you answer all the questions correctly. Everyone who takes the post-test will receive extra credit points 

equal to their test score (12 points maximum).  
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Late Assignments 

I will try to give you enough time to turn in each assignment, and I expect you all to be on schedule with your writings. 

While I do not like late assignments, I understand that emergencies can happen. If you will be turning in your assignment 

later than the due date, please e-mail me on the due date to let me know when your essay will arrive. I reserve the right to 

penalize late assignments. Final drafts submitted up to three days late can be reduced by a full letter grade.  Each three-day 

period after that results in another letter reduction. 

 

Attendance  

Even though this is an online class, I can still monitor your attendance. I suggest you log-in at least three times a week. This 

way you will not feel overwhelmed when you try to complete a week worth of course work in one day. Some weeks will 

seem easier than others, and some will require more of your time. Please plan to spend at least three hours a week on this 

course. If you decide you have trouble managing your time, e-mail me, and we can work out a schedule.   

 

 

 

 

Plagiarism – Serious Stuff that Can Get You in Serious Trouble   

 

Plagiarism is a serious offense that can result in your failing the course and can also result in the permanent marking 

of your college file.   

 

What is plagiarism?  It is either:  

 

1) Using someone else’s ideas without giving credit to him/her (in the specific paragraph in which you use that 

person’s ideas).   

               It is good to use this method for paraphrasing:  Jones explains [idea in your own words] (172).   

 

          OR, plagiarism is also:  

 

2) Using someone else’s words without quoting them.   

  Use this method for direct quotations:     Giles wrote, “Yada yada yada” (167).  

 

 

If you are ever unsure about any possible offense regarding plagiarism, it is always better if you bring it to my attention while 

you are drafting your essay (rather than my discovering something suspicious on my own, in your final draft).  Feel free to 

stop by my office for help in using outside sources in your writing.   

 

A note on the teacher sharing/quoting your writing:  

 Occasionally I will use student papers as teaching models (without names).  If for any reason you do not want me to 

anonymously quote or distribute your writing for educational purposes, please write me a quick note.  You may also notify 

me by e-mail.  (Be sure to keep a copy of the note for your records.)  If you decide to send me such a note, I will honor and 

respect that decision; your grade will not be affected.     

 

If You Stop Attending Class:    

 If you stop attending class, it is your responsibility to drop the class before that semester’s drop deadline.  

    ~   ~   ~ 
Interested in getting help from the College Writing Center, or from the OWL (Online Writing Lab)?     Or, maybe 

you are wondering when the drop-date is for a class?  Or, perhaps you think you might have a disability or impairment 
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that will hinder your ability to learn?  For more information on any of these issues, please go to the following DSC 

web site:     http://new.dixie.edu/reg/faculty/index.php?page=Syllabus       

At this site, you will receive important, helpful information that can help you in all of your classes.   

   ~   ~   ~ 

If at any point in the semester you have questions or concerns about the class, do not hesitate to contact me. The easiest 

way to reach me is by e-mail, but you can also leave a phone message. Once again, an e-mail will be the fastest way to get an 

answer from me.  

 

Grading: 

NUMERICAL-LETTER GRADE EQUIVALENTS 

 

95-100  = A 

90-94    = A- 

86-89    = B+ 

83-85    = B 

80-82    = B- 

76-79    = C+ 
73-75    =C 

70-72    = C- 

66-69    = D+ 

63-65    = D 

60-62    = D- 

0-59 = F 

 

Statement about accommodations for disabilities: 
Students eligible for and requesting reasonable academic accommodations due to a disability must provide a letter of 

accommodation to their professors from the Disability Resource Center within the first two weeks of the beginning of 

classes. Proper documentation of a disability is required in order to receive services or accommodations. Please contact the 

Center on the main campus to follow through with the documentation process. It is located in the Student Services Center 

Room #201, or call for an appointment and further information regarding the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) at 652-

7516. 

 

Rebelmail 

 

Important class and college information will be sent to your Rebelmail email account. This information includes your DSC 

bill, financial aid/scholarship notices, notification of dropped classes, reminders of important dates and events, and other 

information critical to you success in this class and at DSC. All DSC students are automatically assigned a Rebelmail email 

account. If you don’t know your user name and password, go to www.dixie.edu and select “Rebelmail,” for complete 

instructions. You will be held responsible for information sent to your Rebelmail email, so please check it often.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dixie.edu/
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Introduction to College Writing—English 1010 Online (3 credits)                Olga A. Pilkington – Spring 2010 

  

Course Schedule 

Week           Assignment Description                   Due Date  

       

Week 1        Intro to the course;  

(Jan 11- Jan 17)  Departmental Pre-Test.   

 

 

Week 2  Punctuation part 1. 

(Jan 18 – Jan 24) 

 

Week 3         Punctuation part 2. 

(Jan 25 – Jan 31) 

 

Week 4  Titles, apostrophes, wordy sentences, appropriate words. 

 (Feb 1 – Feb 7) 

 

Week 5        Types of Essays 

(Feb 8 – Feb 14)      

 

Week 6        Self-recommendation essay (first draft due Feb 21), midterm exam practice. 

(Feb 15 – Feb 21)  

 

 

Week 7      Resume, Acceptance letter, midterm exam practice. 

(Feb 22 – Feb 28)  

 

Week 8      Midtern Exam, second draft of self-recommendation essay (due March 7). 

(March 1 – March 7)           

 

Week 9         SPRING BREAK. NO CLASS. 

(March 8 – March 14)     

 

 

Week 10   Plagiarism, working with sources (quoting, paraphrasing, summarizing)  

 

(March 15 – March 21)         

 

Week 11 Working with sources review. In-class writing: One Source Essay. 

(March 22 – March 28)         

 

Week 12     Writing a Proposal. Proposal due Apr. 4. 

(March 29 – April 4)         
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Week 13     Research section begins. Annotated bibliography and thesis statement due Apr. 11. 

(April 5 – April 11) 

 

Week 14 Start writing the research paper. 2 first pages of the research paper and works cited page due Apr. 18. 

(April 12 – April 18)     

 

Week 15  . Research paper is due. 

(April 19 – April 25) 

 

 

Week 16   Writing on the web. 

(Apr. 26 – Apr. 29) 

 

 

 

Other important dates for your planning calendar:     

 

Last Day to Drop or Audit any class . ...March 5 

Semester Break (no classes) ………….  March 8 to March 12  

  

 

Final Exams……………………………. April 30 to May 6 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Specific Objectives of the Course:  

 

READING/THINKING OBJECTIVES  

     By the end of English 1010, students will demonstrate their ability to:  

1. Identify a writer’s purpose/thesis. 

2. Understand a writer’s organization and structure. 

3. Recognize a writer’s tone, i.e., an author’s attitude toward subject and audience. 

4. Assess the effectiveness of a writer’s presentation of detail in support of a main idea. 

5. Analyze a writer’s possible underlying assumptions and biases. 

6. Recognize and avoid fallacies in reasoning.  

7. Use relevant, convincing, and sufficient evidence and logic. 

 

WRITING OBJECTIVES  

       By the end of English 1010, students will demonstrate their ability to: 

   1. Assess the relationship of writers to audience and purpose. 

   2. Understand the value of the writing process as it can happen in stages, including planning,  

       brainstorming, organizing, rough draft writing, revising, and proofreading.   

   3. Carefully choose and restrict the subject, and create a precise thesis statement that will control the selection, 

arrangement, and presentation of material. 

   4. Use strategies for creating effective overall structure, including the use of categories, topic sentences, transitions, 

parallel structure, and repeated key words and synonyms. 

   5. Know and use developmental strategies necessary to write individual paragraphs and the paper as a whole.   

   6. Write unified, coherent, and developed paragraphs that effectively use topic sentences, repeated key terms, 

synonyms, pronouns, and transitions. 
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   7. Compose introductory paragraphs that get the reader's attention, state the thesis, suggest a plan of development, 

make positive first impressions, and set the tone. 

   8. Compose concluding paragraphs that give a sense of closing. 

   9. Recognize and avoid fragments, run-ons, fused sentences/comma splices, faulty modifiers,  and problems with 

subject/verb agreement and pronoun agreement.   

  10. Consistently use punctuation and mechanics in a manner consistent with standard written English.   

  11. Understand choices related to style, emphasis, and sentence variety.   

 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES  

       By the end of English 1010, students will demonstrate their ability to: 

1. Critically assess research information and incorporate such research into their papers.   

2. Paraphrase, summarize, and quote source material in their own writing. 

3. Understand and avoid plagiarism.   

4. Know when and how to use the following methods of incorporation: 

a. Introduction of quotations and paraphrases. 

b. Use of quotation marks, brackets, and ellipses. 

c. Use of long quotations. 

d. Use of passages combining paraphrases and quotations.  

e. Proper forms for documenting and citing of sources. 

5. Use a broad array of the DSC Library’s print and online research resources, such as the library catalog, subject-

specific encyclopedias, article databases, and Utah’s catalog.   

6. Use the MLA style of source lead-ins (when appropriate), parenthetical documentation, and bibliographic form.   

7. Develop a preliminary bibliography, notes, and an outline (or other organizational strategy) as steps in writing a 

research paper.  
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Self-Appraisal Sheet       Name: ________________________________ 

Note:   

To determine your grade at any point in the semester, divide the number of points earned   

by the number of possible points (up to that moment in the semester).   

 

 
 

To keep track of your grade, fill this out every few weeks.
 

 

Assignment:            Points Possible:     Points Earned: 

 

Self-recommendation essay          50  

 

Resume                                          25 

 

Acceptance Letter                         25     

 

             

    

One-source essay                         100 

  

 

 

Midterm Exam                200             (multiply your grade points by two)  

 

Proposal                                     100 

 

  

annotated bibliography 

and thesis statement                    50 

 

Research Paper                           200                (multiply your grade points by two) 

 

 

Departmental Post-Test              12  (Extra Credit)                                     

  _____   

 

  

 

        Your Semester Total :  _____ 
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